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Abstract

This paper gives an overview of a four-train core protec-

tion computer system for KWU pressurized water reactors.

Attention is focussed on the methods used to ensure cor-

rect computer operation and correct results. Experience

gained in trial operation is dealt with. Results of

safety analysis of the hardware and the software

verification work performed are discussed.
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1 . Introduction

Tl~-* Limitation Systems constitute an important part of

the I & C systems used to operate KWU pressurized wa-

ter reactors.

The Limitation Systems are of four trains located in

different electronic equipment rooms. They are

designed with electronic modules and cabinets from the

ISKAMATIC range made by Siemens. The Limitation

Systems are part of the reactor protection systerr and

so are hard-wired.

In parallel with the Limitation Systems fitted in

KWUs Grafenrheinfeld NPP (1345 MW electrical output)

a four train core protection computer system was in-

stalled and commissioned to gain experience in the use

of a real-time distributed digital computer-system

performed safety-related tasks.

2. System Structure

The four core protection computer trains are of iden-

tical design. Each of them is located in a separate

room in the switchgear-building and is installed in a

dedicated cabinet. One train consists of an AEG

Logistat CP550 minicomputer connected via an interface

to its process periphery. The analog and binary

hardware for this periphery is fitted in separate

racks (Fig. 1). The central unit of the CP550 consists

of a single processor, an input/output control unit,

EPROM modules in which the machine code for the

program is stored along with the fixed data and

RAM-modules for variable data.

There is also a special RESET module to allow the com-

puter to be returned to the known initial status using
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a push-button. This action sets the program counter in

the processor to zero. The desired program cycle then

starts after the restart procedure has been performed.

The computer interface to the process periphery con-

sists of digital input and output modules fitted with

amplifiers and optocouplers. By this means the central

unit and process periphery can use different voltage

levels and be electrically isolated from one another.

Each mmicomuter is cooled by three fans with designed

service life of 60000 h. Any failure of a fan is annun-

ciated. This is supplemented by supervisory circuitry

which also cuts off pov/er supply to the minicomputer

concerned on failure of all three fans in one train.

The process periphery is implemented with ISKAMATIC

modules like the Limitation Systems. Some 128 reactor

process signals are input into the analog section

transmitted from the Limitation Systems. Under program

control these signals are multiplexed and converted to

binary and acquired by the computer. The analog sec-

tion includes 10 analog output channels for the com-

puter. A further unit performs sychronism checking on

the four DNB-related power density limits computed in

the four trains. Two potentiometer modules are fitted

to allow ten analog parameters for the computer

program to be set manually.

The binary section replicates the signals supplied by

the computer and passes these on to the corresponding

train of the hard-wired Limitation Systems, as well as

to the other trains of the core protection computer

system and to the logging computer. A dedicated data

bus is used to transmit data blocks from the CP550

read/write buffer to the logging computer. Signals
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received from the other trains are passed on to the

dedicated computer via amplifier modules. Program

execution time is supervised by a watchdog timer. Two

sets of four redundant binary reactor status signals

are subjected to a synchronism check in each train.

Any fault signal sets the fault memory. This blocks

all safety-related channels to the Limitation Systems

and suspends the program by branching off into a wait

loop.

Hard-wired test terminal blocks are fitted to the pro-

cess periphery. These allow program controlled test-

ing of the relevant hardware using an automatic test

device.

The four trains of this system are connected to a log-

ging computer which collects data from the Limitation

Systems and the core protection computers and then con-

ditions and transfers these data to a recorder which

stores them on magnetic tape for operations monitoring

(Fig. 1).

3. Reactor Process Signals

Each core protection computer train processes and

handles some 128 reactor signals. The reactor parame-

ters are read in by single-channel acquisition:

48 incore local power density levels

8 out-of-core neutron flux levels

4 average coolant temperatures
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and by three-channel acquisition:

8 fuel assemby outlet temperatures

4 coolant inlet temperatures (for dedicated

loops)

and also by four-channel acquisition:

1 corrected thermal reactor power level

1 coolant temperature increase

1 coolant pressure level

4 reactor coolant pump speeds

1 azimuthal power tilt index.

All of the information supplied about the reactor fea-

tures redundancy with some diverse-mode information in-

cluded. Despite their singel-channel acquisition the

local power density power levels also feature informa-

tion redundancy. Where required, power density levels

can be used to derive those at neighbouring detector

locations (as low-volume power density fluctuations

are not met with in practice). Information from the 48

power distribution detectors arranged axially over the

length of the eight instrumented fuel assemblies is

supplemented by that from a diverse-mode system, the

thermocouples fitted at the top of these assemblies.

4. Functions

The systems core protection task is implemented identi-

cally in all four trains with the aid of the program

of about 20 kword in length, cycled in 2.5 s.

The program has the following functions:
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- Verified analog input/output

- Verified binary input/output

- Measured value conditioning and defective channel

annunciation

- Plausibility check and substitute value formation

- Detection of local power density decreases

- Fuel conditioning calculations (to rule out signi-

ficant risk of PCI)

- Local DNBR calculation

- Power density limitation

- Computer self-check

- Data transfer and indication functions

Should inadmissible power density peaks occur or local

power density decreases be caused by rod trip or sche-

duled rod dropping the core protection computer system

outputs binary signals to the hard-wired Reactor Power

Limitation Systems. Where signals are output by 2 or

more of the 4 trains these systems then actuate

appropriate countermeasures.

These limit signals are also transmitted to all trains

within the core protection system to synchronize actu-

ation values. The aim of this is to ensure that actua-

tion values are reached almost simultaneously in all

four trains.

Where the core protection computer system is operated

in the closed-loop mode it performs the functions of

the hard-wired Local Power Surveillance Module (LVUE)

and of the power density limitation within the Reactor

Power Limitation Systems. It issues alarm annuncia-

tions in the control room in the same manner as the

hard-wired Limitation Systems.
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5. DNBR-Calculations

Use of computers here gives a number of advantages

which include the ability to implement more complex

mathematical calculations than can be performed by

hard-wired circuitry.

By calculating a DNBR-related actuation value for lo-

cal power density using the core protection computer

it was possible to gain a major improvement on calcula-

tion by the hard-wired calculator circuit in the Local

Power Surveillance System. In the latter system the

determinant variables for DNBR are inserted directly

into a linearized formula to give a power density li-

mit. The sum of the signals from the power distribu-

tion detectors (LVDs) in the hottest coolant channel

is used to calculate the minimum DNBR margin which is

actually the variable to be limited.

By contrast, the core protection computer uses the

equations given by reactor physics to calculate steam

quality, deriving the critical heat flux from this to

finally give the local DNBR margin at each of the 48

locations of the power distribution detectors. A sim-

ple search algorithm then derives the location of the

minimum DNBR margin directly. The quotient of the cri-

tical heat flux at this location and the minimum per-

mitted DNBR give the DNB-related power density limit

which is then corrected by an additional factor to

allow for any tilt in power density distribution. The

physics equations used were linearized to express

these in the fixed-point calculation modes available

to the CP550.
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On-line the DNB-related power density limit proved to

be extremely sensitive to measured value fluctuations,

essentially caused by the properties of the neutron

flux. Increased accuracy was therefore bought at the

expense of increased sensitivity. In response to this,

smoothing of the DNB-related power density limit was

then incorporated by appropriate weighting to give a

mean over four program cycles.

Filtering out of the high frequency components of the

analog input signals should be an adequate solution to

this problem.

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the core protection compu-

ter system would permit a higher reactor power level

than the Local Power Surveillance System. This became

evident at the start of the third fuel cycle where a

low-leakage core was loaded.

6. On-line Validation of Results

The complex task performed by the core protection com- V

puter demands adequate on-line validation of results.

To achieve this reactor process signals are subjected

to in-depth checks to exclude erroneous signals prior

to input into the calculations. In the case of

multi-channel measurements the most likely value is

established. The program includes strategies for the

generation of substitute values. These use the redun-

dant information about core conditions to derive sub-

stitute values for failed instrumentation channels.

This enhances failure tolerance and thereby increases

plant availability. Plausibility checks ensure that

non-traceable signal failures cannot prevent

limitation actuations.
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The validation measures incorporated into the software

are complemented by supervisory circuitry integrated

into the process periphery and therefore independent

of the computer. The circuits supervise significant

results exchanged between all four trains. A watchdog

timer also checks correct program cycling.

To ensure correct hardware operation computer self-

check software is incorporated to check

- correct execution of instructions by CPU

- addressing, reading and writing RAM words

- information stored in EPROMs.

This self-check software is run fully after RESET to

ensure that hardware is free of faults before starting

cyclic program operation. Each program cycle starts

with a part of this self-check, meaning that the en-

tire CP550 is checked about once a minute.

The safety-related outputs to the Limitation Systems

are subjected to continuous checking by feed-back to

the computer. The analog input section is checked by

applying a test voltage of varying level to special

test channels.

If a fault it registered by one of the above superviso-

ry features the fault memory installed within the bi-

nary periphery is set. This takes the train out of

service by interrupting the program cycle and blocking

the binary output channels. To start up the cyclical

program again (after repairs have been performed) it

is only necessary to press the RESET button.
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A fault in a train is annunciated in the control room

to inform the operators and enable them to initiate ap-

propriate repairs. This fault will also be annunciated

by the LEDs on the module front plates and in coded

form on a special annunciation module of the CP550.

These annunciations allow 44 different types of fail-

ure to be identified. In the majority of cases these

annunciations permit direct identification of the de-

fective module. This gives short repair times.

A further measure to ensure proper operation of the

system is regular testing of the entire process peri-

phery using an automatic test device (2). The develop-

ment and commissioning of the dedicated test programs

for this proved a great aid in checking both the func-

tional capability of the hardware and in validating

system conformance with requirements.

The analog input channels are also included in the

tests of measuring circuits performed once a year dur-

ing refuelling.

7. Software

Minicomputer CP550 as delivered is programmed in a

assembler code in which each machine instruction is

given by two letters and one or two parameters. This

CP550-Code is only for short programs.

The source code for the core protection computer is

therefore written in a special assembler language

which is a subset of ASS300, the assembler language

for Siemens System 300 computers. ASS300 is a very

comfortable machine oriented language, because it

comprises formal elements of high order languages. The

subset has been developed especially for programming
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the CP550 minicomputer. Some hardware features of

CP550 are matched by the use of special instructions

added to the subset. To make the large amount of soft-

ware workable the overall task was divided cp to give

manageable modules each programmed for a specific func-

tion. The format of these program modules features:

- a single entry point

- a single exit point

- parameters stored in EPROM

- input data stored in RAM

- output data stored in RAM

- each piece of output data is updated once

only per program cycle

The modules are run in a set sequence with every mod-

ule is run once per cycle.

8. Safety Analyses

In parallel with commissioning the core protection

computer system the hardware was analysed for safety

and availability by the Gesellschaft für

Reaktorsicherheit (GRS). For these the system was

divided up into safety-related and process related

functions. The method used in these analyses was

basically to first determin the safety-related signal

paths and then derive the sum of the failure rates for

all components on these paths. This was then used to

calculate numerical values for availability with

appropriate allowance made for failure detection and

annunciation. Calculation was first performed for a

single train and then for the entire system. This gave

a mean unavailability of the protective function on

demand of 5.8 x 10 and a mean unavailability for

sustained full power operation of 7.5 x 10
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The quality of the software has a major influence on

availability of the computer system as this is of

identical design in all four trains and therefore has

to be analysed as if it were a single train system.

Care was taken in programming to ensure manageable

source code to simplify software commissioning. This

simultaneously laid a foundation for effective program

verification.

Work performed to date by GRS to verify the software

has shown that

- program analysis can be used to demonstrate the

correct conversion of specifications into code

- the software of the core protection computer system

is amenable to analysis as it is subdivided into

easily manageable program parts

- it is expedient to perform analysis using a

high-level language.

In addition, a method for automatically testing pro-

gram parts was developed. This method is used to de-

rive test-data sets from the program analysis. These

sets are processed by the program parts and the re-

sults are compared with the appropriate desired values

derived from a simulation program written in FORTRAN.
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The Future

The experience gained in the construction of the core

protection computer system, the development and

implementation of suitable software verification meth-

ods and some 2 years of on-line monitoring of this

system is to be input into the design of future dis-

tributed multi-computer real-time systems for safety-

related functions. These systems will include modern

microcomputer modules.
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